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About This Content

Three new episodes "A Brilliant Scheme", "Elite" and "Struggle to Survive" will be added to your Survey Mission.

*This product is included in Episode All Set which contains all 9 episodes. Be careful not to make multiple purchases of the
same item.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version.
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Title: Attack on Titan - Episode 3
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10

Processor: Core i7 870 2.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Pixel Shader 3.0 over 3D Accelerator chip , VRAM 1GB over

English,French,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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The puzzles are really non-intuative in this one. I skipped a lot of them. Thet music and visuals are great, top notch, but the hit
boxes are way to small or way to big. It feels like aproof of concept, not a finished product. One out of ten stolen cheese
wheels.. Boring, repetitive, and somewhat confusing. It's definately not worth the $0.59 I paid for it. At most somebody could
get around 5-10 minutes of fun out of it before realizing there's literally only one room with the only difference being barrel and
turret placement. That and the music. I understand this game is trying to mimic old school Atari and Nintendo games, but they
could at least try to make the music less iritating.. A fan of the Alien film(s) and the classic Alien games, this game with
headphones and really good speakers up to the highest volume increases the immersion of being scared of the xenomorph. You
do get a little use to it running around but depending on the difficulty depends on how violent the alien is, harder the more
violent the easier the less violent.

I will keep replaying this over and over just because it has always been a game I always wanted to play when I was young. Yes it
is hide and seek but what do you expect when you're not millitary but an engineer wanting to find out what has happened to your
mother.. Beware: like me, you may be unable to actually play this game.
For some reason, the list shown under "New Campaign" remains empty.
Although this is a known bug, none off the proposed fixes online worked for me.... Barely recommended for the puzzle.
No recommendation for the action game.

The action game doesn't add anything to the puzzling, other than distract you every now and then. For me it takes away the "zen"
experience of doing a puzzle and just adds some cheap action to it.

Also, the programmer seems to have never seen a timer. Seconds run from 60-1 and single digits don't have a leading 0. So you
get times like 4:60 or 2:2. Not game breaking, of course, but looks stupid.

The puzzle game is not well done. Pieces on top won't be grabbed first. It almost seems random. You can't connect puzzles
outside their final position. No bins to sort pieces into. Very basic.

Get it for cheap if you like some puzzling with comical zombie pictures.
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Contains lots of:
-Features
-Gameplay
-Graphics

Overall perfect Fortnite killer. 10\/10. Not recommended not many players. A Very nice music maker, basic and not overpriced.
An adorable little puzzle game (the cardboard and paper backgrounds are amazing!) that is fun, with easy controls. The puzzles
range from simple to relatively challenging, so your brain will not be lacking mental excercise once you're finished with it.. You
can build up multiple characters in solo story mode ready to play with your friends in multiplayer mode. A great button basher!.
Am glad that you are making this game with option for tank controls i buy this game now to support you for this amaizing game
i would ask every one to support the developer $24 is nothing price of ur beer daily buy this game so the developer can do his
very best i didnt buy resident evil 2 remake because they didnt add Tank controls .
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